
DTC336: Composition & Design 

• Complete this assignment for Thursday, 10/3. Bring back this sheet to hand in and 
upload one Illustrator file via Blackboard. Name the file “yourlastname-yourfirstname-
organic-geometric.ai” 

• Remember that throughout the month of October your small group should also be 
working on steps 1-6 of Part 1 of the Artisanal Currency Project (Getting to Know 
Your Business Through Photo Elicitation Interviews) 

 
Organic / Geometric 

 
Overview: 
Over the next two weeks we will be studying organic versus geometric forms as well as pattern 
design. Patterns may have elements of formal structure alongside organic irregularity. Sensitivity 
to these concepts will be important to the designs you eventually create for the Artisanal 
Currency project. To prepare for that work, and to give you time to practice creating vector 
graphics in Adobe Illustrator, we will complete a Pattern Design project. This assignment is the 
first step in that project.   
 
In the book “Working Knowledge: Skill and Community in Small Shop”, the sociologist Douglas 
Harper studies the day-to-day work of Willie, a mechanic who works on cars, farm equipment, 
and other machines. Handwork, mechanical work, special tools and equipment, specific 
materials, and specialized knowledge are all involved in Willie’s repair and construction work. 
For this assignment, think of something you do on a regular basis that also involves some of 
these things (handwork, mechanical work, special tools and equipment, specific materials, 
specialized knowledge). This could be anything from cooking a meal to playing a sport to 
painting a house. Choose a few iconic forms that you think represent this activity. (For 
example, if I love to cook, I might think of a tool, such as whisk, and an important ingredient, 
such as a head of garlic.) 
 

1. What iconic forms did you think of? The more the better! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Are they more organic or more geometric? Explain. (Refer to Timothy 
Samara PDF as needed.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Over for Illustrator assignment… 



Illustrator Work: 
Choose at least two of the forms you listed in number one. After watching the assigned Pen 
Tool 1 and Pen Tool 2 tutorials (see class schedule and/or Project 2 link), use the Pen tool, 
along with relevant editing tools such as the Anchor Point tool, the Add or Delete Anchor 
Point tool, and the Direct Selection tool in Adobe Illustrator, to create graphics that represent 
these forms. Make sure you: 
 

• Draw graphics from scratch. Do not rely on shape tools. Use the Pen Tool in the way 
the tutorials demonstrate. (You may use reference images placed in Illustrator just like 
the woman in the tutorial is using a hand-drawn sketch of the alphabet design.) 

• For each chosen form, create two different graphics: a more organic rendition and a 
more geometric rendition. This means you will have four different graphics to turn in. 
(For example, a more geometric whisk and a more organic whisk, a more geometric 
garlic head and a more organic garlic head.) 

• Focus mainly on the silhouette of each form. Fill your graphics with a color you think is 
appropriate. Do not use a stroke on the graphic. 

• Place each graphic on one 8.5x11 Artboard in Illustrator. If you used reference images, 
leave them in the file. Clean up stray shapes and anchor points. 

• Bring back this sheet to hand in and upload one Illustrator file via Blackboard. Name the 
file “yourlastname-yourfirstname-organic-geometric.ai” 

 
 
 
Here are some examples of how the same form may be rendered Organically and 
Geometrically (from Timothy Samara’s book, “Design Elements”: 
 

 
 
 
 
 


